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An exhibition booth construction, event structure and shop fitting business that produces 85 per cent of its
materials in-house depends on reliable infrastructure. It gives the company's adventuresome team the
required independence and scope for developing and giving shape to some remarkable creations.
A self-seller
BOST Keller started out in 1990 as a
one-man show, producing signage and
building exhibition booths. His first big
order came from the former SKA – now
Credit Suisse – which sponsored the Tour
de Suisse at the time. In 2002, the operation relocated to its present-day site in
Maur. A year after that, Angelo Fiore came
on board. He is the cool head in charge of
administration and sales, although his
main is focus the actual sales process.
«Business acquisition is hardly necessary»,
explains Fiore. Word simply gets around
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Less hassle, less waste
Other exhibition booth constructors and
shop fitters buy-in their press work. That
would be inconceivable for BOST: jobs are
increasingly time-critical, to the point
where outside producers would not have
the slightest chance of delivering on time.
The only solution is to have a printing
machine in-house. Moreover, the machine
has to be 100% reliable. «That's characteristic of the Nyala», is how Keller sums it
up. «It simply means less hassle than we
had before.» There are other inkjet
machines in his operation, but they are
barely used these days – not least because
Custom wall coverings as the finishing touch for interiors. A BOST custom design, printed on Nyala.
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